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A Note About
Welcome to this year’s
second edition of Many
Tongues, One Voice. This
issue is dedicated to all
things vocabulary.
Vocabulary is essential to
communication and
comprehension and yet it
is often English Learners’
greatest weakness.
English Learners who
come from poverty may
have vocabulary deficits
in their native languages,
which make acquiring
new words and concepts
in English that much
more difficult because
they lack the conceptual
framework to make cross

-linguistic connections. The
implications for educators
are clear: explicit
vocabulary instruction
must be a priority.
Teachers can increase
students’ vocabulary by
creating a language-rich
environment, fostering
word-consciousness,
modeling target
vocabulary, explicitly
teaching, reinforcing, and
reviewing new words, and
monitoring students’
vocabulary growth. All
educators who work with
English Learners, from
classroom teachers to
front office staff, can play
an integral role in building
students’ word knowledge.
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Did You Know?
Did you know there are at least 350 languages spoken
in the United States? These include Pennsylvania
Dutch, Ukrainian, Uzbek, Turkish, Kinyarwanda,
Romanian, Hawaiian, Tigrinya, Hungarian, Jamaican
Creole English, and Amharic. This also includes 150
different Native North American languages, such as
Yupik, Dakota, Apache, Keres, and Cherokee.
-US Census Bureau, 2015
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The Importance of BICS and CALP
Language can be divided into two types: BICS and CALP. BICS or Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills
are the simple "playground talk" that students learn quite rapidly. Linguist Jim Cummins calls these surface
structures because they are often simplistic and routine in nature. This is the type of language students learn
first and typically takes 1-3 years for students to develop. CALP or Cognitive Academic Language Proficiency,
on the other hand, is the more difficult, academic language and language structures students experience in
school. This type of language is much more linguistically complex. Research has typically said it takes anywhere
from 5-10 years to develop CALP. While a students’ mastery of BICS may make them appear proficient, they
must develop CALP to meet the cognitive and linguistic demands of the classroom. See the chart below
comparing the two types of language.

BICS vs. CALP
BASIC INTERPERSONAL
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

COGNITIVE ACADEMIC
LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY

Informal

Formal

Concrete

Abstract

Language of the Playground, Dinner Table, and Language of the Classroom, Text Books, and
Bus
Assessments
Predominantly Oral

Oral and Written

Tier 1 Words

Tier 2 & 3 Words

3,000 Words or Less

100,000+ Words

Short and Simple

Long and Complex

Commonly Contextualized

Commonly Decontextualized

Can Be “Picked Up” Through Social
Interactions

Must Be Explicitly Taught

1-3 Years to Develop

5-10 Years to Develop

Adapted from the West Virginia Department of Education and Balancing Reading & Language Learning by Mary Cappellini
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Vocabulary Across the Tiers
Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

smell

fragrance

redolence

men

humans

Homo sapiens

old

elderly

geriatric

person

character

protagonist

number

digit

integer

people

population

demographics

country

rural

bucolic

grow

develop

germinate

The Importance of Dinner
Did you know that sitting down to dinner can
improve a child’s vocabulary? Researchers found
that children who sat down with their families to
eat a meal every night and engaged in
conversation had greater vocabulary knowledge
than children who didn’t. In addition, they found
high-quality mealtime talk gave children a chance
to ask questions, tell and listen to stories, learn
about the world around them, and build social
skills. For children whose native language is not
English, dinner provides an opportunity for social
and cognitive development in their native
language, laying the foundation for underlying
competencies (such as background and
conceptual knowledge) that will benefit these
children as they learn to speak English.
No Limits to Literacy for Preschool English Learners, Theresa A. Roberts

As children move through each
grade level the instructional
vocabulary becomes more specific.
This specificity is necessary if
children are to articulate their
thinking about advanced content and
complex ideas with precision. This is
what Straczynski meant when he
said, “The quality of our thoughts is
bordered on all sides by our facility
with language.” Not every concept
has vocabulary which progresses
across all three tiers, but for those
that do, you can see the increased
complexity both linguistically and in
the cognition required for
understanding and use.

When Selecting Which Vocabulary
Words to Teach Consider:
Importance and Utility
• Teach words that are highly useful and crosscurricular
• Teach words that are relevant to student learning

Instructional Potential
• Teach words that can be taught and practiced in
various ways
• Teach words that have relational connections (such
as derivatives and inflectional endings) to build
metalinguistic knowledge

Conceptual Understanding
• Teach words for which students may know the
concept but not the more sophisticated word
• Teach the words children will need to talk about
their learning

Bringing Words to Life by Beck, McKeown, and Kucan
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Think on It!
Read the quotes about vocabulary below
and think about how they relate to your
English Learners.

“ While students from advantaged
socio-economic backgrounds enter
school with 10,000 words and leave
with 50,000, students from lower
socio-economic backgrounds enter
and leave with half that amount.”
- Nagy and Anderson

“Academic language
is a second language
for ALL students.”

“Of the many compelling
reasons for providing students with
instruction to build vocabulary, none is
more important than the contribution of
vocabulary knowledge to reading
comprehension. Indeed, one of the most
enduring findings in reading research is the
extent to which students’ vocabulary
knowledge relates to their reading
comprehension”
-A Focus on Vocabulary

“A man with a scant vocabulary will

“Children learn
language best by
using it.”
- Michael Matthews

almost certainly be a weak thinker.
The richer and more copious one's
vocabulary and the greater one's
awareness of fine distinctions and
subtle nuances of meaning, the more
fertile and precise is likely to be
one's thinking.”
- Henry Hazlitt

- Jana Echevarria

“For English Language
Learners, the achievement
gap is primarily a
“Limited exposure to vocabulary will
vocabulary gap.”
have an impact on children’s
comprehension over and above any
- Margarita Calderon
other reading-related weakness.”
- Louise Spear-Swerling
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Academic Language and English Learners
Academic language can create unique challenges for English Learners. Here are some of the structures ELs
sometimes struggle to navigate and comprehend:

Vocabulary:
o

New Technical Terms and Symbols (e.g. biome, perimeter, metaphor, 5:1, =)

o

General Academic Terms (e.g. result, conclusion, characteristics, identify, analyze)

o

Multiple Meaning Words (e.g. root, resolution, power)

o

Nominalizations (i.e. verbs or adjectives transformed into nouns such as evaporate to evaporation)

o

Complex Noun Phrases (e.g. least common denominator, frequency distribution)

Syntax
o

Comparatives (e.g. greater than, six times as much, as many as)

o

Articles and Modifier Usage (e.g. One factor is more influential than another in plant growth)

o

Passive Voice (e.g. The ballots were distributed in November).

o

Logical Connectors (e.g. if…then ____, given that…)

o

Embedded Clauses (e.g. relative clauses- A temperate rainforest which has more than one season differs
from a tropical rainforest.)

Text Discourse
o

Reading Process: Left to right (sentences), right to left (an integer number line), top to bottom (tables),
diagonally, (graphs), and holistically (diagrams and images).

o

Text Structures and Styles: Varied structures, sometimes embedded (e.g. cause-effect embedded in a
sequence structure). Dense textbooks-abstract and technical terms with precise meanings for topics but
different meanings in other contexts.

o

Background Knowledge: Student schema may not fit text assumptions. ELs may lack knowledge, have
conflicting experiences, or may be unable to make inferences due to incomplete schema.

o

Tone: Varied across disciplines; may be formal, authoritative, cautious or detached.

o

Point of View: May be first, second, or third person in literature, first or third person in primary sources.
Third person may also be omniscient..
From Short & Echevarria (2016), Developing Academic Language with the SIOP Model
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“Go Look it Up!”
Most of us have heard that
phrase before from a teacher.
Yet using the dictionary to define
new words can be both
frustrating and demotivating for
many children who may not have
the skills to quickly and accurately
use this resource. Children must
be able to spell the word correctly
to find it in the dictionary. They
must also possess advanced
alphabetizing skills. Once they
actually locate the word, they
may have trouble reading the
definition or choosing from
multiple definitions for one word.
Many dictionaries have limited
picture support and may convey
the denotation of a word without
providing the connotation. Many
children do not have access to
dictionaries at home. Instead of
devoting class time to this skill,
consider teaching students to use
websites like Kids Wordsmyth,
which provides search spelling
suggestions, audio pronunciation,
the part of speech, definition,
synonyms, antonyms, inflections,
derivations, and a picture for each
word. Other in-program features,
such as the “smart lookup”
function in Microsoft Word can be
helpful. In many environments
students are much more likely to
have a smartphone handy than a
dictionary, so smartphone apps
such as the free one by MiriamWebster, are also a great
resource to teach students to use
in and out of the classroom.

Balanced Literacy: A Word about Word Study
By Carrie Linville, HS ELA Instructional Coach

As you reflect on the ever increasing number of boxes that must
be checked off your teacher “to-do” list, you may find yourself
wondering if making time for vocabulary instruction is really worth
it. Perhaps the following quotes will offer you some helpful insight:

CALP
•“Vocabulary knowledge is a strong predictor of
reading
comprehension.”

-Fisher, D., Frey, N., & Hattie, J. (2016)

•“…teaching vocabulary will not guarantee success in reading.

However, lacking either adequate word identification skills or
adequate vocabulary will ensure failure.”
-Biemiller, A. (2005)
But how do we know if a student truly knows a word? According to
psychologist L. J. Cronbach, there are five dimensions for learning
vocabulary (in order of increasing depth of understanding):
•
•
•
•

Generalization through definitional knowledge
Application through correct usage
Breadth through recall of words
Precision through understanding examples and nonexamples
• Availability through use of vocabulary in discussion
There is no single vocabulary strategy that will steer your students
through all five levels of understanding, so you should vary your
classroom activities so that they can more deeply learn words--and
so that this learning will stick! Review the following list of vocabulary
exercises and determine which dimension(s) they meet.
Mnemonic devices

Frayer Model

Modeling word
solving (think aloud)

Modeling the use of
context clues

Concept mapping /
Sorting

Vertical planning
(roots, lists, texts)

Of course the above list is just a brief look at ways you might
approach vocabulary instruction, and there are countless other
strategies you will consider. Hold each new activity up to the five
dimensions “test” and see how it stacks up!
For more, check out Building Vocabulary: What Does It Mean to Know a Word?
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Upcoming EL PD
• English Learners EdPlan Refresher:
Dec 14 at 3:30 in the Admin Building
first floor computer lab
• English Learners EdPlan Refresher:
Dec 19 at 3:30 in the Admin Building
first floor computer lab
• What’s Different About Teaching
Reading to ELs #1: January 9th, 8:303:00 at The Gathering Place
• What’s Different About Teaching
Reading to ELs #2: January 24th, 8:303:00 at The Gathering Place
• Difference or Disability?
Distinguishing Language Acquisition
from Learning Disability: January 29th,
3:30-5:00 at Diggs-Latham
• Teaching ELs with the Picture/Word
Inductive Model: February 12th, 3:305:00 at Diggs-Latham

• Middle and High SIOP Training:
February 12th & 13th, 8:30-3:30 at The
Gathering Place
• District-wide Elementary SIOP
Training: April 10th & 11th, 8:30-4:00
at The Gathering Place
Please register via the WS/FCS PD system

“A warm
smile is the
universal
language of
kindness.”
-William Arthur Ward

EL Accountability Reminders
• Please make sure you are looking at a child’s
most recent WIDA screener, WAPT or
ACCESS scores when determining if a child is
eligible for EL testing
accommodations. Example: An EL student’s
2017 ACCESS scores determine her 2017-18
EL accommodations.

• EL students do not get EL accommodations
on the WIDA screener, WAPT or
ACCESS. Only a child with an IEP specifically
documenting a child’s need for EC
accommodations on these assessments, can
receive EC accommodations on these
assessments.

• All EC/EL students’ EL plans need to be
complete in EdPlan no later than March 28,
2018.
Check out back
issues of Many
Tongues, One
Voice by
clicking

HERE
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